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1.General features: 1)Dual
effects, such as CHORUS and

DELAY, enable you to
superimpose vocal multiple

effects one after another. 2)Adust
rate control can be applied to

multiple effects, such as CHORUS
and DELAY, to give varying

volume and reverberate to your
vocal performance. 3)Quad
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effects, such as SERENITY EX,
VOLCOMP, and DRUMMING can

be simultaneously added into the
sound source to create new
sound textures. 4)Perfectly

expresses your vocal
performance by applying the

ADSR effect to multiple effects,
such as CHORUS, DELAY, and

REND. 5)Adjust the effect
independently, creating the

sound you want. 6)Apply effects
to the LFO router and change
settings quickly. 7)It is easy to

create and edit effects. 8)Built-in
VST compatible 9)Mix effects and

mix various effects of LFO
Channels to create new variety in
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your vocal performances
10)Provide not only recording, but

also mixing voice 11)Sub-
command Modulator

12)Volumizer Modulator
13)Chorus Modulator 14)Delay
Modulator 15)Filter Modulator

16)Delay Compressor 17)Chorus
Compressor 18)Distortion
Modulator 19)Amplitude

Compressor 20)Gate Compressor
21)Effects Compressor

22)Compressor 23)Delay with Mix
24)Flanger 25)Wahwah 26)Phaser

27)Chorus with Mix 28)Chorus
and Phaser with Mix 29)Reverb
30)Delay with Mix 31)Wahwah
with Mix 32)Flanger with Mix
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33)Delay and Flanger with Mix
34)Reverb and Phaser with Mix

35)Chorus, Delay, Flanger, Phaser
and Mix up to 4 36)Master FX

37)Flanger or Chorus 38)Wahwah
39)Wet/dry Mix 40)Audiobus
compliant 41)Record to audio

42)MIDI IN and OUT 43)Long LCD
displayGenius of Children's

Literature The genius of children's
literature is the storyteller's

ability to know how to write for
children so that they themselves
are children - which is to say that

the
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GTG MX is a free VST plugin
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featuring a plethora of dials,
sliders, and knobs for real time
sound adjustment. Use multiple
controls for volume, tone, and

effects to add effects, pass them
through for remixing, or filter out

any unwanted frequencies.
Choose from over 20 built in
modules, each featuring five

faders, three oscillators, and a
spectrum analyzer./* Copyright

(c) 2014 Aerys Permission is
hereby granted, free of charge, to

any person obtaining a copy of
this software and associated

documentation files (the
"Software"), to deal in the

Software without restriction,
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including without limitation the
rights to use, copy, modify,
merge, publish, distribute,

sublicense, and/or sell copies of
the Software, and to permit

persons to whom the Software is
furnished to do so, subject to the
following conditions: The above

copyright notice and this
permission notice shall be
included in all copies or

substantial portions of the
Software. THE SOFTWARE IS
PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT

WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,
EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING

BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE
WARRANTIES OF
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MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR
A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND

NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT
SHALL THE AUTHORS OR

COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE
FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR

OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN
ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR
OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT
OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE

SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR
OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

SOFTWARE. */ #pragma once
#include "minkernel/component/

Component.hpp" namespace
minkernel { namespace

component { template class
DefaultComponent : public
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DefaultComponentImpl { public:
typedef T value_type;

DefaultComponent(); }; } }
b7e8fdf5c8
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Audio processors come with a
variety of effects to modulate
audio input on the spot or process
existing files. Chances are it’s not
fitted with every desired effect or
filter, case in which specialized
plugins like GTG MX can come in
handy, being equipped with
multiple filters, sliders, and knobs
for real time sound adjustment. It
comes in a lightweight package
which doesn’t require any
installation, but it does need to be
integrated into a suitable
application such as VSTHost. It
can then be stored on a thumb
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drive along with an entire
collection of audio effects. Once
loaded and properly routed to
audio input and output devices,
all sliders become available for
use. Sound is processed in real
time, with a volume indicator to
provide quick visual feedback per
channel. There are multiple types
of modulators and effects to use,
each in its own panel with
corresponding sets of controls.
Showing up in pairs of three,
oscillators, LFO routers, and
destroyer components provide
individual controls. Oscillators use
square, triangle, and sawtooth
waveforms, while LFO routers can
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be fitted with any of them.
There’s a general filter with ADSR
sliders, as well as KBD, envelope,
cutoff, and resonance controls.
Amplitude is adjusted only
through ADSR sliders, while
modulation is also fitted with
pitch oscillators, and speed LFO
routers. More enhancements can
be applied through configurable
chorus, and delay. GTG ST
Description: Audio processors
come with a variety of effects to
modulate audio input on the spot
or process existing files. Chances
are it’s not fitted with every
desired effect or filter, case in
which specialized plugins like
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GTG MX can come in handy,
being equipped with multiple
filters, sliders, and knobs for real
time sound adjustment. It comes
in a lightweight package which
doesn’t require any installation,
but it does need to be integrated
into a suitable application such as
VSTHost. It can then be stored on
a thumb drive along with an
entire collection of audio effects.
Once loaded and properly routed
to audio input and output
devices, all sliders become
available for use. Sound is
processed in real time, with a
volume indicator to provide quick
visual feedback per channel.
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There are multiple types of
modulators and effects to use,
each in its own panel with
corresponding sets of controls.
Showing up in pairs of three,
oscillators, LFO routers, and
destroyer components

What's New in the GTG ST?

GTG MX Advanced Audio Effects
Plug-In GTG MX Advanced Audio
Effects Plug-In is a generic Stereo
API multi-effects plug-in that
offers a lot more power, flexibility
and creative options than the
original GTG Stereo plug-in
version 1.0 GTG MX Advanced
Audio Effects Plug-In is a generic
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Stereo API multi-effects plug-in
that offers a lot more power,
flexibility and creative options
than the original GTG Stereo plug-
in version 1.0 Features: Multi core
architecture for highest
performance Native 64-bit
support With optimized CPU and
memory usage in run-time The
ability to use multiple cores at the
same time An advanced interface
that is easy to use with internal
help Now let’s dive into some of
the coolest features: Routing The
plugin has a multilayered
paradigm. While every element in
the plug-in has a dedicated place
in the interface, the routing
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mechanism depends on the style
the user has selected. In “RX”
style, it’s possible to route the
plugin in real time, without
knowing the correct way of
connecting elements, while in
“Destination” mode the user must
either set up the connections by
himself or write down the routing
instructions in a.gtgx file, ready
to be uploaded back to the
program. The RX Mode allows the
plugin to be a one or two sends
one send effect, where each send
returns a different output signal.
The lower the cut off frequency of
the RX Mode is set, the closer the
outputs of the plugin will be
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positioned to one another. This
can create a wide variety of out-
of-the-box effects, such as a
reverb effect that has a tube
circuit and EQ out, a compressor
and a limiter. The routing
supports multiple inputs and
outputs (up to 64) The plugin will
work with every existing host
plugin. All internal processing is
done using the internal DSP core
and as a result is capable of
working with high and low bit
depths. The plugin has two main
internal cores. Each core is
capable of working with up to 8
channels of audio data at any
given time. We recommend to
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use the internal 32 bit DSP card
for more efficiency and with it we
can utilize a single core and
process a maximum of 4 channels
of data simultaneously. If for
some reason you cannot provide
an internal DSP card you can use
an external DSP card with at least
32 bits
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System Requirements:

Minimum: Windows 10, Windows
8.1, Windows 7, Windows Vista
Mac OS X 10.9 or 10.8 Intel
Processor (1.8 GHz or faster) 2 GB
RAM (4 GB recommended) 10 GB
of free hard drive space Webcam
with 5 megapixels resolution
DirectX 9.0c compatible video
card Sound card (optional) NVIDIA
GeForce 8800 GT (R) or ATI
Radeon X1900/HD or better
Recommended: Windows 10,
Windows 8
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